
Fieldwork’s team of project managers is dedicated to partnering with our clients to successfully 
achieve their research goals. Our project management team is comprised of specialists who 
bring local market, online and global expertise to your project.     

Our US based facilities each have a team of local project managers ready to support your 
research. Local project management teams mean local expertise and the ability to network and 
build database for your unique needs.

Regardless of location or methodology, Fieldwork is your true, one-call link to qualitative 
project management across the globe. From screener development until the last respondent 
is interviewed, Fieldwork is there every step of the way to ensure that a high level of data 
collection can take place, so you can focus on the research. 

Specialized Project Management

We recruit participants according to client specifications and host in-person, 
remote, or hybrid research sessions where clients uncover insights for brand and 
business impact. Fieldwork coordinates logistics and provides customized global 
project management. Whether in our state-of-the-art facilities, online or anywhere 
in-between, we match the desired experience to the study requirements.
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Transparency is Fieldwork’s secret sauce. We believe for the success of the research that each 
project needs to be approached with a customized strategy. With each proposal being unique, 
we like to review all proposals on a case by case basis. The reason that we do this is so that we 
can offer you the most accurate feasibility based on the needs of the project. With Fieldwork 
you get local expertise from our boots on the ground to set your project up for success from 
the very beginning.

Thoughtful and Thorough Proposals

Fieldwork provides the expertise of both local and nationwide in-country recruiting because 
one size does not fit all. Collaboration regarding your specific needs is key to deliver the right 
study participants. Whatever your project requirements are, we take a customized approach, 
utilizing sophisticated technology, networking and creative respondent outreach to help you 
achieve your research goals. We believe in collaboration with client partners to deliver the 
right study participants. 

During setup, your Fieldwork Project Management team will review the scope of the research 
followed by a full internal briefing with all teams involved in launching the project. We are 
committed to delivering a quality recruit and our attention to detail ensures you have the 
right respondents when and where you need them. Once the project has launched, you can 
expect daily recruiting and completion updates.

Our Approach to Recruitment

Fieldwork is a qualitative 
research partner. 

http://fieldwork.com/
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Recruiting
Quality recruiting is priority one at Fieldwork. We prioritize speaking 
personally to each respondent as we know each participant is vital. We 
have the largest network of recruiting resources in the industry and 
are always building and updating. Whether you need a specific city or 
country, local recruiters or across a country, we’ve got you covered. 

Research Venues
Fieldwork’s US based facilities are spacious, adaptable and feature 
state of the art technology to allow you to reach your research 
objectives. When your research takes you beyond Fieldwork, we team 
up with our vetted local research partners. Find the perfect venue 
anywhere in the world with Fieldwork. 

Global Field Management
Fieldwork is your true, one-call link to qualitative project management 
across the globe — a single contact that means time-saving convenience, 
simplicity and seamless continuity, worldwide. Our teams have 
experience managing projects encompassing any methodology, audience 
or locale, so you can focus on the research anywhere in the world.

Virtual Market Research
Our suite of virtual market research tools provide you with the 
flexibility you need to get the best results. Hands-on training and 
support for moderators and all recruits is an integral part of every 
project. Through every step, a Fieldwork expert will be there to make 
sure everything goes smoothly.

Anywhere
Fieldwork supports your research from anyone, anywhere. We bring 
the Fieldwork facility experience anywhere you need it, indoors, 
outdoors, small towns or large cities. You get all our tech, all our 
recruiting expertise, and all our experience, wherever you need to be.

Medical Device Usability
Fieldwork has built trust and confidence with human factors engineers, 
specialists and medical device manufacturers because we understand 
that each case is unique. We customize research solutions to fit your 
needs, while carefully adhering to the rigors of device testing regulations.
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